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Abstract 
Diagnosing a disease is a complicated task in many 

existing medical expert systems, Diagnosing a 

disease is based on the patient symptoms and other 

details that are given as input to the system. Several 

levels of uncertainty are involved in medical 

diagnosis. Data mining is a dominant research area 

to diagnose the medical diseases. Random Forest is 

one of the classification technique used to diagnose 

chronic kidney disease. UCI is a Machine learning 

Repository which maintains a large collection of 

medical datasets. Chronic kidney disease data set is 

one of the dataset used for the proposed model. The 

proposed work shows the Random Forest 

Classification is best suitable classifier for Chronic 

Kidney Disease Dataset among all classifiers like 

Naive Bayes, SMO, J48 et.c., With these proposed 

method an Diagnosis system is developed to 

produce results to end users. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining is an intelligent process to extract 

useful information in the stored data, now a days 

data mining techniques are popularly used to 

diagnosing diseases in the medical field [1]. 

Classification[2] is one of the prominent area in data 

mining also known as supervised learning which 

refer to categorization is a the process in which ideas 

and objects are recognized, differentiated, and 

understood . It predicts categorical class labels and 

classifies data (constructs a model) based on the 

training set and the values (class labels) to classify 

new data.  

The Random Forest Classification [3] is appropriate 

data mining classification technique which is used to 

model the data for higher dimensions; it not only 

handles missing values but also handles continuous, 

categorical and binary data. UCI (University of 

California Irvine) Repository is a Machine Learning 

Repository which maintains large collections of 

datasets in various fields like life sciencs, medical 

sciences, business e.t.c., Chronic Kidney Disease 

Data Set [4] is one of the classification related data set 

used to predict the chronic kidney disease exist or 

not, The following table shows details of the 

Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset. 

Table1: Details of the Chronic Kidney Disease 

Dataset  

Data Set Characteristics Multivariate 

Attribute Characteristics Real 

Associated Task Classification 

Number of Instances 400 

Number of Attributes 25 

Missing Values  Yes 

Date of Donated 2015-07-03 

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is adisease which 

results undying loss of kidney function, usually over 

the course of months or years. Kidneys are 

responsible for filtering waste from the body. This 

disease not only effects on kidneys but also effects 

on other organs to stop functioning properly, waste 

builds up to high levels in the blood, causes the 

person to feel sick. Over time, other side effects can 

develop as a result of decreased kidney function, 

including bp, anemia (decreased red blood cells), 

poor nutritional health, weak bones, and damage in 

nerves, Foundation. The most common causes of 

chronic kidney disease are also known as chronic 

renal disease are diabetes and high bp, which are 

responsible for up to two-thirds of all cases of the 

disease, according to Dr. Joseph Vassalotti, chief 

medical officer for the National Kidney Foundation 

(NKF). These health conditions damage the kidneys' 

small blood vessels, diminishing that organ's ability 

to filter metabolic waste from the blood.   

More than 2.6 million people in the US States 

suffered with chronic kidney disease, and millions 

of other people are at the stage of risk for developing 

the disease. However, early identification and 

detection can helps to prevent the headway of kidney 

disease to kidney failure, according to the NFC 

(National Kidney Foundation). With good care, 

fewer than 10 percent of diabetics develop 

CKD, according to the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH) [5] . 
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2. Problem Study 

2.1 Existing System 

In Existing System Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset 

alone will give the results to the end user. The last 

field in the dataset is the class label which has two 

values, ckd means chronic kidney disease and 

notckd means non chronic kidney disease. The 

Problem with the Existing system is if unknown 

sample will came as training data it is difficult to 

classify the disease. 

 

2.2 Proposed System 

Random Forest is defined as generic principle of 

classifier combination that uses L tree-structured 

base classifiers {h(X,Ѳn), N=1,2,3,…L}}, where X 

denotes the input data and {Ѳn} is a family of 

identical and dependent distributed random vectors 

.i.e.,Random forests uses the combination of tree 

decisions such that each tree depends on the values 

of a random vector sampled independently and with 

the same distribution for all trees in the forest. The 

highest voting class label among all tree is selected 

as class label for decision. The generalization error 

for forests converges as to a limit as the number of 

trees in the forest becomes large. The generalization 

error of a forest of tree classifiers depends on the 

strength of the individual trees in the forest and the 

correlation between them [6].  

The Following are some of the advantages for 

Random Forest Classification Technique. 

 It works on Large Datasets. 

 Over fitting problem can be resolved. 

 In training data, they are less sensitive to 

outlier data. 

 It handles missing attribute values. 

 Accurate predictions and better 

generalizations are achieved due to 

utilization of ensemble strategies and 

random sampling 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Features of Chronic Disease Dataset 

The Chronic Kidney Dataset contains 400 chronic 

kidney disease patient records with 25 attributes. 

This dataset contains 250 chronic kidney disease 

patients records and 150 non chronic kidney disease 

patients records.  

 

3.2 Random Forest Algorithm with Example 

A Random Forest is a collection of un pruned 

decision trees. Random Forests are often used when 

we have large training datasets and a very large 

number of input variables. A Random Forest model 

is a classifier that consists of many decision trees and 

outputs the class label that is highest voting results 

of the class output by individual trees.  

 

Table2: Features of the Chronic Kidney Disease 

Dataset  

Attribute 
Full form of The 

Attribute 
Data type 

age Age Numerical 

bp Blood pressure Numerical 

sg Specific gravity Nominal 

al Albumin Nominal 

su Sugar Nominal 

rbc Red blood cell Nominal 

pc Pus cell Nominal 

pcc Pus cell clumps Nominal 

ba Bacteria Nominal 

bgr Blood glucose random Numerical 

bu Blood urea Numerical 

sc Serum creatinine Numerical 

sod Sodium Numerical 

pot Potassium Numerical 

hemo Hemoglobin Numerical 

pcv Packed cell volume Numerical 

wc White blood cell count Numerical 

rc Red blood cell count Numerical 

htn Hypertension Nominal 

dm Diabetes mellitus Nominal 

cad Coronary artery disease Nominal 

appet Appetite Nominal 

pe Pedal edema Nominal 

ane Anemia Nominal 

class Class Nominal 

 

Step 1: Let the number of training cases be N, and 

the number of variables in the classifier be M. 

 

Step 2: We are told the number m of input variables 

to be used to determine the decision at a node of the 

tree, m should be much less than M. 

 

Step 3: Choose a training set for this tree by 

choosing N times with replacement from all N 

available training cases. Use the rest of the cases to 

estimate the error of the tree, by predicting their 

classes.  

 

Step 4: For each node in the tree, randomly choose 

m variables on which to base the decision at that 

node. Calculate the best split based on these m 

variables in the training set. 

 

Step 5: Each tree is fully grown and not pruned 

Where 

N=Number of instances in a dataset 

M=Number of attributes in a dataset 

m=randomly selected attributes from ‘M’ 

which are used for best split. 

We also use the entropy and Information gain to 

construct the Decision Tree. 

Entropy: 
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Information gain is defined as the difference 

between the original information requirement (i.e., 

based on just the proportion of classes) and the new 

requirement (i.e., obtained after partitioning on 

particular attribute).That is, 

 
 

3.3 Algorithm Explanation: 

Consider few records from Chronic Kidney Disease 

Dataset. For Categorical Data Construction of 

Decision Tree is quiet simple, Whereas Numerical 

Data Decision tree classification is more complex. 

The following procedure shows how the Decision 

tree is constructed with numerical data [7]. The 

attribute which has the highest information gain 

should be selected as the root node for Decision 

Tree. 

 

Table3: Few Records of the Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset 

 
 

Entropy(class) = -8/15log8/15-7/15log7/15=0.996 

 

For Numerical Attribute 

Consider the Attribute age:   

age={34-ckd,71-ckd,17-ckd,76-ckd,55-ckd,65-

ckd,50-ckd,55-ckd,37-notckd,64-notckd,22-

notckd,33 notckd,43-notckd,38-notckd,35-notckd}. 

Arrange in ascending order {17,22,33,34,35,37, 

38,43,50,55,55,64,65,71,76} 

46 is considered as the average element, then the 

values are partitioned into 2 sets i.e., <=46 and >46 

We Calculate the Information gain of attribute age 

as follows: 

Entropy (<=46) =-2/8log22/8-6/8log26/8 = 0.811 

Entropy (>46) = -6/7log26/7-1/7log21/7 = 0.591 

Gain (age) = Entropy (class)-(8/15*Entropy (Below 

average value) +7/15*Entropy (Above average 

value)) =0.996-0.708 = 0.288 

Therefore Gain (age)=0.288 

 

For Nominal Attribute 

Consider the Attribute rbc 

abnormal-ckd, normal-ckd, normal-ckd, normal 

ckd, normal-ckd, normal-ckd, normal-ckd, normal-

ckd, normal-notckd, normal-notckd, normal-

notckd,normal-notckd, normal-notckd, normal-

notckd, normal-notckd  

Entropy (normal) = -7/14log27/14-7/14log27/14=1 

Entropy(abnormal)= -1/1log21/1-0=0 

Gain (rbc) = Entropy (class)-(14/15*Entropy (normal) 
+1/15*Entropy (abnormal)) 

= 0.996-0.933=0.063 

Therefore Gain (rbc)=0.063 

Similarly we calculate the remaining attributes information gain, 
The following table shows the information gains for all attributes. 

 

Table4: Information Gain of all attributes 

 

GAIN VALUE 

Gain(age) 0.288 

Gain(bp) 0.186 

Gain(sg) 0.013 

Gain(al) 0.051 

Gain(su) 0.063 

Gain(rbc) 0.063 

Gain(pc) 0.213 

Gain(pcc) 0.134 

Gain(ba) 0.063 

Gain(bgr) 0.110 

Gain(bu) 0.303 

Gain(sc) 0.303 

Gain(sod) 0.134 

Gain(pot) 0.102 

Gain(hemo) 0.303 

Gain(pcv) 0.303 

Gain(wbcc) 0.085 

Gain(rbcc) 0.303 

Gain(htn) 0.303 

Gain(dm) 0.213 

Gain(cad) 0 

Gain(appet) 0.134 

Gain(pe) 0.303 

Gain(ane) 0.134 
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By observing the table the attributes like bu, sc,  

hemo, pcv, rbcc,htn,pe has highest information gain. 

According to Decision Tree the selection of root 

attribute is based on highest information gain (IG) of 

the all attributes. The Decision tree results are 

obtained using weka 3.6.10 open source tool. Weka 

is a open source tool which maintains a huge 

collection of data mining techniques and machine 

learning algorithms [8] .The algorithms can either be 

applied directly to a data set or called from our own 

java code. Weka contains tools for data pre-

processing, classification, Regression, Clustering [9], 

Association Rules and Visualization. It is also well 

suited for developing new machine learning 

schemes.The following Figure1 shows how to run 

Random Forest Classification Algorithm with 10 

Random trees. 

 

Figure1: Selection of 10 Trees for selection of 

class label.  

 
 

The following Figure2 shows one of the Random 

Forest Tree out of 10 trees.  

 

Figure2: Tree Result for one of the Random 

Forest Tree.  

 
 

4. Performance Evaluation 

The Performance Evaluation can be done by 

comparing the proposed Random Forest 

Classification tree along with some existing 

classifications Techniques like J48,NB Tree (Naïve 

Bayes) and REP Tree. The Following Figure 3 

shows the Knowledge flow chart for proposed 

system  in weka[10] . 

Figure3: Knowledge flow chart for proposed 

system.  

 
 
The Following Figure4 shows the model 

Performance chart generated through which shows 

the proposed method Random forest Classification 

produces higher accuracy compared to other existing 

classification algorithms like J48,NB Tree (Naïve 

Bayes) and REP Tree. 

 

Figure4: Model Performance Chart 

 
 

Results and Discussion 

Based on the performance evaluation the proposed 

method Random Forest Classification method 

applied on Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset which 

exhibits more performance than the Existing 

methods like J48,NB Tree (Naïve Bayes) and REP 

Tree. With these proposed technique a new 

diagnosis system was developed for chronic kidney 
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disease which provides advices to the end users there 

by reducing the patient queue near the doctor.The 

entire data set is converted in to tables and inserted 

into MySql Database which is our Training set for 

our proposed system. The Following Figure5 shows 

the screen shots for the proposed method. 

 

Figure5: Home Page for Proposed Method. 

 
The Following Figure6 shows to supply the test set 

for the patient into the diagnosis system. 

Figure6: Supply Test Set to Proposed Method 

 
The Following Figure7 shows the result of the test 

set for proposed Random Forest Classification 

Method. 

Figure7: Result for Proposed Method\ 

 

Conclusion 

Data mining techniques are used to predict the 

chronic kidney disease. Based on the percentage of 

correctly classified instances, we found that the 

random forest classification technique is best 

suitable compared to other classification techniques 

like J48,NB Tree (Naïve Bayes) and REP Tree and 

so on. The disease diagnosis can also be found in the 

patients by using android apps. 

Random forest classification technique can be used 

for identifying the type of kidney disease rather than 

physicians, reducing diagnostic errors and 

improving the quality and effectiveness of medical 

treatment. The proposed model is used to develop an 

efficient diagnosis system with a user-friendly 

interface to assist chronic kidney diagnosis in Clinic 

Services. 
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